DIGITAL BREAKOUTS: UNLOCK THE RIGOR & ENGAGEMENT IN YOUR CLASSROOM!

bit.do/GCLIbreakout  #GCLI19
Hello!

I am Christina Hayes

I am here because I am passionate about making every learner in my classroom feel challenged, no matter the circumstances.

× You can find me at:
× @miss_5thASPIRE  
× christina.hayes@gcisd.net  
× bit.do/hayeswebsite
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE IN GCISD?

- Elementary school teacher?
- Middle school teacher?
- High school teacher?
- Campus admin?
- Support staff?
- District admin?
"We don't grow when things are easy. We grow when we face challenges."

-Unknown
Look for these symbols to find Portrait of a Graduate connections to digital breakouts!
1. **Digital Breakout Hyperdoc**

This hyperdoc from Jack Leonard will be the biggest help in creating your digital breakouts.
2. **EXPLORE DIGITAL BREAKOUTS**

- This will help you understand how to organize your own breakout
- This breakout is a great way to explore
- My [first breakout](#) (life science unit)
- My [second breakout](#) (earth science unit)
- My [third breakout](#) (force, motion, energy unit)
3. PLAN

- Blank planning document
- Life science breakout planning doc
- Earth science breakout planning doc
- Force, Motion, Energy breakout planning doc
4. CREATE PUZZLES

This document has several puzzles that you can use in your breakout.
5. **GATHER YOUR MEDIA**

Save all your photos and videos and save them to a folder for the breakout in Google Drive.
6. CREATE YOUR GOOGLE FORM

- Google Form for unlock codes (tutorial here)
- Google Form – use to make a quiz like this one. You have to utilize the “Sections” feature to make a quiz that forces students to find the correct answer.
7. CREATE YOUR SITE

Never made one before? Watch this!
8. **CHECK PERMISSIONS**

- Make sure your site can be accessed by those you want to have access
- Make sure your Google Form (for locks) can be accessed and can allow multiple submissions
Check out these awesome digital breakouts!

Problem Solving Review
- 4th grade math
- By Kim Steele @ OCT

Tangerine: the novel
- 7th grade ELA
- By Jack Leonard, GCISD Instructional Coach (Tech)

Jurassic Journey
- Egyptian Biology
- The Science Closet
- 8th grade science
- STAAR reviews
- By Samantha Bradbury @ Region 10

Classifying Matter
- Earth & Space
- 5th grade science
- By Jennifer Murnan @ MISD

The Case of the Missing Roommate
- Building BOY routines
- By Melissa Richards @ HMS AVID
CHECK OUT THESE AWESOME DIGITAL BREAKOUTS! (PT. 2)

Legal Issues & Medical Ethics in Healthcare
  × Notes Sheet
  × Health science
  × By Kristi Mordhorst @ GHS

Atomic Structure
  × 8th grade science & biology
  × By Johanna Preston @ CTMS

BreakoutEDU Digital Sandbox
  × Teachers from all over the US submit their breakouts

Have you created or do you know of a digital breakout that isn’t on here?
  × Submit it here
WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU HAVE?
THANKS!

Exit Ticket:  

Please tweet something you learned during this session or something you are excited to try. Please use @miss_5thASPIRE & #GCLI19

Feedback Appreciated!

Please rate/give feedback on this course in Sched.